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Abstract- This paper proposed a real time application based 

on Interactive Projection System (IPS), which enables bare-

finger touch interaction on regular planar surfaces like walls 

and tables. The hardware requirements of  this system are 

kept on the minimum , limiting only to a simple USB webcam 

and a PC,Other alternatives to the PC have also been 

presented , such as the Beagle Board , which is a mini version 

of a PC and very inexpensive.The challenge of bare-finger 

touch detection is recovering the touching information just 

from the 2-D image captured by the camera. In this paper, 

the buttons are displayed on the surface or paper and is 

disturbed by the finger when clicking it. Hence a new breed 

technology proposed which is a novel is fast and robust 

algorithm used to detect the touch action. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With an increasing demand for switching into new and 

virtual environment from the old physical environment where 

hardware has been a problem due to continuous use of it. 

Virtualization of keyboard to display has been carried out since 

decades but the precision of functionality has become a 

problem.In the existing system, a image processing in a separate 

PC and software used for image processing like MATLAB, 

which is not an open source. In this paper the entire module is  in 

a designed single system on chip. Portable CPU with arm 

processor and software used in this paper for image processing  

completely is a open source. An additional image processing 

controller is added in beagle board xm, which increase the 

performance of image processing more than desktop PC’s.In this 

paper a new breed technology proposed overcome the advantage 

of the button’s distortions caused by the fingers to detect the 

touch operation on the screen. If a button is clicked by the finger, 

then the shape of the button will change in the camera’s image 

plane (CIP). Instead of tracking the hand’s 2-D position, which is 

also recognized as a challenging work in computer vision, This 

paper focus on detecting the deformation of the buttons to 

determine the touch action on the surface. The detection of a 

button can be carried out using edge detection. In computer 

vision and image processing the edge detection technique is a 

mature technology that Approaches for implementing first-order 

and the second-order digital derivatives for the detection of 

edges in an image are very effective. 

 

 

II. SYSTEM COMPOSITION AND PRINCIPLE 

A. Block Diagram of system compoents 
 

 
Fig.1 Block diagram of system components 

The most important advantage involved in this system is to make 

the system independent of on-board processing environment 

which uses most of the battery power as well as the 

independency of each module makes it easier for upgrade to 

newer feature. 

 

B.Design of Virtual Keyboard System  

Virtual keyboard system is designed keeping in mind the 

maximum efficiency of algorithm and lower error rate that will 
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not make user feeling different response rate a physical 

keyboard. The design consists of Raspberry pi  Board and USB 

Camera.The above modules are used to design a proper and 

highly efficient system.For implementing this technology we are 

using  embedded Linux and open CV library. 

B.1. LINUX OPERATING SYSTEM 
The Linux open source operating system is a freely distributable, 

cross-platform operating system based on Unix which can be 

installed on PCs, laptops, net books, mobile and tablet devices, 

video game consoles, servers, supercomputers and more. 

B.2. OPEN CV 
Open CV is an open source computer vision library originally 

developed by Intel. It is free for commercial and research use 

under a BSD (Berkeley Software Distribution) license. The 

library is cross-platform, and runs on Linux, Windows and Mac 

OS X. It focuses mainly towards real-time image processing as  

it finds Intel’s Integrated Performance Primitives on the system 

use these commercial optimized routines to accelerate itself. 

III. SYSTEM HARDWARE DESIGN 

The designing of hardware is the system is most important part 

of the system as exact configuration of components is required to 

simplify the algorithm and error rate. The first part of the system 

is camera integrated with Raspberry board which limits the 

camera sensing capacity only towards the focussed area. The 

Raspberry board consist of an ARM11 processor which has  an 

considerable image processing speed with 512MB of RAM. 

 

              Fig.2 hardware design of system 

The necessary operating system is loaded by using appropriate 

mass storage device.USB 2.0 port which is used for providing 

power supply to 5V board and power supply to generate the 3.3V 

supply.It function by essentially heating' the 5-3.3V = 1.7V, The 

the difference and dissipating the power difference in heat.The 

Raspberry pi is a series of credit card-sized single-board 

computers developed in the UK by the Raspberry pi Foundation 

with the intention of promoting the teaching of basic computer 

science in schools.The original Raspberry pi is based on the 

Broadcom BCM2835 system on a chip (SoC), which includes an 

ARM1176JZF-S 700 MHz processor, VideoCore IV GPU and it 

was originally shipped with 256 megabytes of RAM, later 

upgraded (models B and B+) to 512 MB. The system has Secure 

Digital (SD) (models A and B) or MicroSD (models A+ and B+) 

sockets for boot media and persistent storage.  

 

Fig.3 Respberry pi Board(B+ Type) 

IV.FLOW CHART FOR 2-D IMAGE PROCESSING 
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fig.4 flow chart for 2-D Image Processing 

Major steps involved in the finger detection using a camera 

are:- 

 Smoothing for noise removal, 

 Color conversion, 

 1
st
 frame is taken as background, 

 Background subtraction, 

 Thresholding and  

 Smoothing for additional noise removal. 

 

It deals with identifying the hand in a general video frame and 

distinguishing it from the background. The pixels in a frame 

corresponding to the hand need to be segmented and separated so 

as to use it for further processing.Background subtraction is used  

for achieving the result. Before background subtraction, 

smoothing function is used to remove noise.The cvSmooth 

function with a Gaussian Filter is used for the above said Then 

color conversion of the input image from RGB to grey-scale is 

done. 

V.CAPTURING IMAGE FRAMES FROM CAMERA 

If any problem related to finger  tracking or gesture 

recognition, then usually a few constraints regarding the 

background, the object, speed of motion etc. The system 

designed by us works on the following basic assumptions which 

includes the camera (webcam) is supposed to be fixed and 

motionless.The background must have a uniform texture.The 

background should contrast with the general skin tones.The only 

features moving in a frame should correspond to the hand i.e. no 

other object moves in the background and the Shadows should 

be kept to a minimum. 

        

fig.5 Initial 2–D Image         fig.6  Image capture after 

  initial image 

 

Initially the camera takes in the first instance of the reference 

image and stores it in the memory for comparison with the next 

image. Once the finger is placed over the region of interest the 

camera takes an 2D image of the finger and starts to process. The 

image pixel values are stored and then converted into binary set 

of inputs. 

 

VI.FILTER                                                                                                                       

       Filter removes away the noise level to a greater extend. 

Since image to be processed needs to be much precise noise 

distortion level of the image should be very low. Probably the 

most useful filter.Gaussian filtering is done by convolving each 

point in the input array with a Gaussian kernel and then 

summing them all to produce the output array. 

    

Fig.7 Grayscale image  fig.8 smoothened image 

      The image is converted into grey scale to avoid errors, and 

then it gets smoothened by using th filters in order to remove the 

noise level. Gaussian filter is used because it removes the 

unwanted noise level in the image to a greater extend. And also 

it has higher efficiency when compared to other filters (laplacian 

filter, median filter). The filter applied image is much clear as it 

removes away the unwanted distortions present in the image.  

VII.SEGMENTATION 

The process of segmentation involves the isolation of 

the area around the finger to be detected. The area is isolated and 

mapped into a separate region of image to get easily processed. 

After the segmentation of the finger, we next move to extracting 

the finger region from the segmented image. We usethe 

cvFindContour command to extract all the contours 

corresponding to probable hand regions. These contours trace the 

outline of each region. We then compute the contour having the 

largest area among those. As the largest object moving in the 

image should correspond to the finger, we conclude that the 

largest contour must denote the finger.Once the largest contour is 

found out we use curvature determination to _nd out the peaks 

and valleys in the finger. 

VIII.BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION 

Finally the image background is removed by comparing 

between then image, this gives only the finger to be detected 

instead of the hole image to get processed. Comparison between 
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the first occurrence of the image and the later occurrence of the 

image are then taken after segmentation. This method removes 

away the similar regions of the image by using the binary coded 

values of the image. Also by using the technique of the 

    

      fig.9 Background subtracted image                  

HSV- Hue Saturation Value the image colour are removed by 

choosing the colours of the appropriate values. Here for 

detecting the finger the pixels range is choosen such that it 

matches the colour of our finger.  

IX.AREA OF CONTOUR 

The region of the image gets splitted into separate regions known 

as area of contour which maps the image by giving the image 

with separate matrix form, the position of a point in the image is 

given with respect to the mapping of the X and Y axis values. 

X.IDENTIFICATION OF THE PEAK POINT 

The tip of the finger is detected by using the Peak and Valley 

points plotted over the image contour. Now the peak points are 

noted and then the highest value is determined so that the peak of 

the finger gets determined. This value of the X-Y reference axis 

is noted and mapped to the values located in the given frame 

developed by the user. The frame gives a set of space to draw a 

virtual keyboard that contains specific functional keys. And the 

values of the peak is taken which maps to a point on the frame, 

finally the corresponding key function is executed. By having the 

finger over the region of interest the key functions gets accessed. 

The size of the keyboard is limited depending upon the camera 

resolution. As the camera can cover only a certain region of 

frame into process. 

CONCLUSION 

using the open cv commands into action the bare finger touch 

detector using camera system can be done very effectively, this 

overcomes the usage of projector for virtual keyboard design. 

Also the usage of visual studio leads to memory error in 

windows and so a newer approach is implemted by using the 

linux platform which also removes away the cache periodically. 

The design of the virtual keyboard is also user dependent based 

on the allocation of frame space. 
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